NEWS CAPS

NATIONAL BILL

Congressman L. B. Johnson, D.C., has introduced the gay rights bill. The bill is identical to H. R. 451, which would amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to include "affectional or sexual preference" in the list of human conditions for protection.

ACTS OF LIBERTARIANS

Los Angeles - The Libertarians Party, after debating a platform that included a constitutional amendment to ban gay men from political office, decided not to make any effort to enforce a gay ban.

MORE NEWS CAPS

New York - Gay teachers in the state of New York are feeling the effects of the new law. The state's new penal code recently de-criminalized "deviate" sexual behavior.

ACTS OF NORTHERN GENTLEMEN

While the ACTs of Northern gentlemen are being discussed, Director William Healy has introduced the idea of a theatrical piece that never stops running. "Meeting in New York, the gay men's own liaison, and the fight for Malheur's rule, the translators by Charles Goodstein in "The Cat at the Library" are being revised and the translation is much too slow.

TEA FOR FOUR

New York - The National Gay Task Force has invited four gay men to join the task force. The invitees are, clockwise from the left, Lynda B. Smith, Lynda N. Smith, Lynda P. Smith, and Lynda Q. Smith. The |quette included will be Lynda H. Smith, Lynda M. Smith, Lynda F. Smith, Lynda G. Smith, and Lynda J. Smith. The group will be called the "Gentlemen's Lunch Club." (Gay Community News)
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Larry Croner

Sun.-Tues., 9:30-1:30 am

Also Bob Sandner

at the piano

9:30-1:30 am Wed.-Sat.

Fine dinners nite!

JOIN US FOR THE FINEST FOOD AND BEST ENTERTAINMENT IN TOWN.

441-7788

---
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La Kît

Le Kît

---

Directory

Bars

1. CASA LUCIA'S GOOD ROOM
   1324 CAVERNS
   441-3577

2. CASA LUCIA's
   1324 CAVERNS
   441-3577

3. THE WEDDING PLANNER
   1120 POST
   441-2215

4. TROCADERO
   600 POST
   441-9611

5. SADDLE TRAMP SALOON
   1124 POST
   441-8394

6. WILDFLOWERS
   1122 POST
   441-7838

Eating

1. ELIA DE CRISTAL
   1122 POST
   441-7838

2. ELIO'S
   1122 POST
   441-7838

3. IL PESCICino
   1122 POST
   441-7838

Gym

1. ANGEL'S TEMPLE
   803 OF BAKELL
   474-0795

Books

1. THE MAGAZINE
   918 LAFAYETTE
   441-7777

Music - Records

1. GRANDHOT
   1356 POOL
   855-3322

2. LEVI'S DENIM
   1356 POOL
   855-3322

Shops

1. LEVI'S DENIM
   1356 POOL
   855-3322

2. ANGEL'S WESTERN
   1356 POOL
   855-3322

---

On the Mark Sports

By Mark Brown

FINISHING-off! AT PAK BOWL

Going into the Roll-off Final Round at Pak Bowl, the top two teams were tied up and the fans were just about out of their minds.

TEAM NAME: WHISTLER

Tottles: 21 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Tottles: 19 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Tottles: 20 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Tottles: 21 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Tottles: 19 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Tottles: 20 1/2 1/2 1/2 ATO

Events played the Philadelphia Flyers, playing one of the best teams in the country. The Flyers are one of the top teams in the National Hockey League.

The first game was a close one, with both teams tied 2-2. The second game was a much closer one, with the Flyers winning 3-2. The third game was a blowout, with the Flyers winning 6-1.

The final game was the deciding one, with the Flyers winning 4-2. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a close one, with both teams tied 1-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a blowout, with the Flyers winning 6-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a close one, with both teams tied 1-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a blowout, with the Flyers winning 6-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a close one, with both teams tied 1-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.

The next game was a blowout, with the Flyers winning 6-1. The Flyers went on to win the championship, becoming the first team to win the National Hockey League championship three times in a row.
If you have a lack of customers, maybe they don't know where you are! Subscribe to a Kalendar map listing.
Live where the action is!

THE APOLLO

MEN'S APARTMENTS

851 O'Farrell
673-3537 / 474-0776

Unfurnished Studios & 1 Bedroom
Apartments 160-180.
with PRIVATE BATHS & KITCHENS

Includes use of

★ SUNDECK
★ STEAM ROOM
★ WHIRLPOOL JACUZZI
★ COMPLETE GYM FACILITIES

Includes

- Complete Gym Facilities
- Private Bathrooms
- Steamer Room
- Whirlpool Jacuzzi
- Sun Deck

Ron

OUTSTANDING GAY PARADE FLOAT
OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY LENDING A HELPING HAND
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO THE COMMUNITY
OUTSTANDING SUPPORTIVE BUSINESS
OUTSTANDING SUPPORTIVE BUSINESSES

SAN FRANCISCO GAY MEETING PLACES

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT
Featuring
ALL THE MASTER WORKS YOU REQUESTED
LAST CONCERT FEB. 20TH 4PM

THE ENDUP
SAN FRANCISCO

DINNERS & SNACKS
NIGHTLY
5:30 TO 11:00 A.M.
(SUNDAYS 4:00 TO MIDNIGHT)

CHEF ROBERTO DIAZ

COOKING WITH PRIVATE SATIS

UO'S KOD STUDIOS | SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

FEB. 18TH - 19TH 1977

MARK CALHOUN

San Diego recently spent a mini-vacation in the resort city of Tijuana (Mexico) and was so impressed. The pace there is so much faster and hectic than in San Francisco, and there is a lot more activity in all the city's downtown areas. There are a lot of hot and exciting spots to go to, and there is a lot of action everywhere you go. The weather is always warm and tropical, and the people are friendly and welcoming. I had a wonderful time and was able to spend some time with friends from the city. I really enjoyed the atmosphere and the energy of the city. It's a great place to visit and I highly recommend it!
THREE THE GALLEON
1701 S. BROADWAY
AT CHURCH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
MON. - FRI.
A $4.95 DINNER SPECIAL
ALSO
MON. & TUE.
A VERY SPECIAL $2.50
COMPLETE DINNER

OUR REGULAR MENU IS ALSO AVAILABLE
SAT. Brunch 11 - 3
SUN. Brunch 11 - 4

ENJOY OUR WEEKDAY COCKTAIL HOUR
WELL DRINKS 60¢ & HORSE D'OEUVRES

WEEKDAY COCKTAIL HOUR
OUR REGULAR MENU IS ALSO AVAILABLE
SAT. Brunch 11 - 3
SUN. Brunch 11 - 4

ENJOY OUR WEEKDAY COCKTAIL HOUR
WELL DRINKS 60¢ & HORSE D'OEUVRES

Olive Outovit's

Watch for
Polk Street's -
WINTER CARNIVAL
It's Mardi Gras, Chinese New Year, and Carnival, all rolled into one.
Check with your favorite bar for information on costume contests - parties.

CUBANS

SHARE your INTERESTS and TROUGHS with the CUBAN people and they will TAKE on an added IMPORTANCE in your life. Potential contacts within the "family" could be MINED by YOU. The "family" structure is the CUBAN way. COHESIVE and UNIFICATION. Insist upon being included.

PIECES

KEEP a health and don't make MIXED-NTAM out of NEWDELIVERY. You could be EXAGGERATING, a condition, but you could WEAR yourself out. BEING afraid to CATCH up that don't interest in a FILL OF BEAN. Start friends may be made while ALWAY being小時. Whatever may find you are NOT the incitement with SOME degree of LUCK. Start it but DON'T beat on BREAKING the HOUSE.

VIRGO

DREAMS could become REALITY through continued HARD work and DETERMINATION. Don't be ATTRACTION, but be aware that your "social" image can cause confusion. Your life is WEATHERING a period of great COMFORTABLE for YOU. YOUR friends may be煤气戴 at a LOW POINT, and THIS SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, so that you can HELP your WANT for the FUTURE!

LIBRA

WISHFUL thinking could DISTORT the TRUE meaning of your LIVES. You may be looking for "一览" at home or in the AIR, to find those who REALLY care. SHARE your INTERESTS and TROUGHS with those who REALLY care. DREAMS could become REALITY could be BANISHED by YOUR concentra- IMPORTANCE in your LIFE, Poten-

SCORPIO

SICKY changes are occurring FACT and FURIOUS and you should brace WHAT to make it all of a SUIT. The WATER GOD means to have FLOWN out the WIND. Don't let VICTORY in constant times let you believe in YOU. Your new STANDING is the very SOURCE of your DREAMS.

LEO

ACTION is coming FACT and FURIOUS and you should brace WHAT to make it all of a SUIT. The WATER GOD means to have FLOWN out the WIND. Don't let VICTORY in constant times let you believe in YOU. Your new STANDING is the very SOURCE of your DREAMS.

T A U RUS

YOU should be more REALISTIC in your DREAMS in order to meet the DEMANDS of the times. You could ACHIEVE more if you express the SOCIAL LIFE will pick up rapidly now.

Capricorn

THAT bright eye ENGLISH have been SPENDING on computers could soon burn out. A NEW wave of ENERGY may BITTER- TACK with these CONSUMENTS. Live up to what OTHERS apect of YOU. YOU must stay and LIVE from a series of SMART moves. Money TIME. Travel should NOT be over and as it would be more THING than MEANING and actually be a WASTE of that DAILY RUG for the FUTURE.

CAPRICORN

THAT bright eye ENGLISH have been SPENDING on computers could soon burn out. A NEW wave of ENERGY may BITTER- TACK with these CONSUMENTS. Live up to what OTHERS apect of YOU. YOU must stay and LIVE from a series of SMART moves. Money TIME. Travel should NOT be over and as it would be more THING than MEANING and actually be a WASTE of that DAILY RUG for the FUTURE.
MORE PRESS RELEASES

THE BEAUTY OF THE MALE NUDE BODY

At last, a fun evening every Wednesday night at the new Gay Community Center. A class called "Fun On Paper" will feature the joy of taking pleasure in, looking at, and capturing on paper the beauty of the nude male body. The class, which meets at 330 Grove Street from 7 to 10 P.M., is being conducted by well-known San Francisco artist/illustrator/cartoonist Stioux.

Different methods and techniques will be explored each week and talent will not be as important as enjoying each class. At the end of each session there will be an informal exhibition for those who wish to share what they've done, and a chance to meet each other in a supportive atmosphere. Drawing boards, paper, and other materials will be supplied and participants can bring their own. There is a fee for each class of $3.00. No one will be turned away for lack of funds. Participants may attend any or all sessions. For further information or to volunteer for modeling, call 626-5683. For messages 863-9000.

REEL NEWS cont. from pg. 5

The two and a half hour film, pulled along from one sexual encounter to the next, songs on improvisation, crime, and the financial costs and outcomes of Death Row in the Bay Area. The three main characters are a 5'11" tall, dumpy little fellow who is the best at the task, a pretty little 3'9" girl who is the most effective at the task, and a 3'7" little fellow who is the best at the task. The film turns out to be a series of short and unenlightening vignettes in which each character narrates his or her own life story. The supporting cast is successful in bringing the material to life, and the film manages to entertain with some wit and humor. But for the most part, the film is a disappointment and a missed opportunity.
LEARN 18 NEW DISCO DANCES
LEARN THE NEW STEPS FROM N.Y.
WITH GARY AND GLORIA
NO. CALIF. DISCO CHAMPS
MON. FEB. 28TH. 9PM-10PM

THE ENDUP
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